
Online Separation through ESS 
 

The ESS separation module facilitates online processing of the separation related 

formalities.  

 

Objective 

1. Provides speedy processing of the final settlements. 

2. Displays real time updates of the processing levels to the employee. 

3. Easy departmental clearance initiated through this system. 

4. Employee records maintained in the database. 

 

 Step wise processing in the Separation module 

1. Employee initiates the resignation online. The employee needs to enter the 

expected date requested relieving date which may get altered at the reporting 

manager after discussion based on business requirements. The employee needs to 

state the reason of exit. Here there are few questions that will help the organisation 

to understand whether there are any problem areas that can be addressed for the 

employees to be retained.  

 

 

Requested last 
day of working 

This captures the employee’s expectations 
from company, where the company may 
assist the employees to reverse their 
decision to quit. 

Submission 
date 

Employee 
provides reason of 
leaving.   



2. Approval by Reporting Manager: The reporting manager needs to approve the 

resignation of the employee within 5 working days. The reporting manager enters 

the date of relieving and provides the acceptance.  He views the reasons stated by the 

employee and calls upon the employee for discussion. The problems areas are 

understood and attempt is to be made by the reporting manager/HOD alongwith HR 

for  retaining the employee.  In case employee gets retained the resignation is 

rejected at this level.  

 

 

 

 

3. Escalation to HOD level: If no action is taken within 5 days by the reporting 

manager, then it gets escalated to the HOD for action. The HOD has to finalise the last 

working day and give his approval to the resignation.  

 



 

 

4. Acceptance by HR: HR accepts the resignation by once again confirming the 

relieving date and initiates the further processes of clearance and final 

settlement. The exit interview form is also released to the employee.  

 

 

 



5. Exit interview form to employee: After HR accepts the resignation, the exit 

interview form link appears for the employee  in the separation module for providing 

feedback during his exit.  

 

 

 

6. Departmental clearances: Acceptance of resignation by HR leads to initiation of 

departmental clearance concerning various departments like IT/Logistics/Admin 

/HR/Accounts and the employee’s reporting manager.  Each department has to 

provide NOC ( No objection certification) through the clearance modules.  

 

 

Link for exit 
interview 

The rest of the menu 
items get disabled in ESS. 



7. Generation of F&F statement: Once the departmental clearances are 

received by HR, the full & final statement is prepared by HR. HR submits the 

F&F statement to employee for review through the link provided. 

 

8. Providing consent to the F&F statement by Employee: The employee 

reviews the form and provides consent over the working of F&F settlement to 

facilitate provision of proper statement. Based on this agreement then the final 

statement is mailed to the employee for processing the settlement.  

 
9. Settlement of dues: Based on the final statement issued, the settlement of 

dues shall be affected. Any recovery from the employee will lead to deduction 

from the balanced amount or payment by the employee if the amount of 

recovery exceeds the balance amount as per F&F statement. Any payment to 

the employee will be credited in the salary account as per records. 

 
10.  Issuance of documents: HR issues the relieving certificate and the 

experience certificate to the employee.  

 


